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Part memoir, part martial arts history,
part travelogue, Persimmon Wind reveals a
Japan unlikely to be witnessed by the average
Westerner. Drawing on his deep knowledge of
the martial arts, Lowry acts as an interpreter
of sorts, deftly describing the myriad ways in
which Japan’s subtle, yet rich customs and rituals
inform the seemingly mundane practices of life.
With his journey providing the framework, he
interweaves musings from his daily encounters
with reflections on local history and the
philosophies and origins of one of Japan’s oldest
martial traditions, exploring what is essential to
the purposeful life as unveiled in the lessons of
swordsmanship.
One of America’s foremost writers on the
Japanese martial arts, Dave Lowry has authored
more than one hundred articles on the topic for
the most popular English-language magazines,
including Black Belt, Fighting Arts International,
Furyu: The Budo Journal, Karate Illustrated, and
Inside Karate. Lowry is the author of nine books
on martial arts. He is the food critic for St. Louis
Magazine and has recently completed work on
The Connoisseur’s Guide to Sushi. Lowry lives,
with his wife and son, in front of a bamboo
grove near St. Louis, Missouri.
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“An engaging, provocative, and long-awaited sequel to Autumn
Lightning… Dave Lowry is a latter-day Lafcadio Hearn with a bokuto!”

Dr. Karl Friday, author of Samurai, Warfare and the State in Early Medieval Japan

“A reflective and entertaining journey through Japan… A broad and
deep look at Japan’s medieval referents, and a capable illustration of a
martial art form steeped in rich tradition.”

Kirkus Discoveries

“Persimmon Wind is beautifully written… Readers interested in learning
of other cultures will be delighted with this rich and colorful sequel.”

Dana Blozis, ForewordReviews.com, 4-star review
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Although the warrior class of Japan was formally abolished in 1876, its culture, fighting
techniques, and spiritual practices have been preserved in its martial traditions, the koryu bujutsu.
These arts have been transmitted and maintained even to this day in systems that bear little
resemblance to the media-engendered image of martial arts so prevalent here in the West. Only
a few non-Japanese have delved deeply enough into these arts to be authorized as instructors;
fewer still have the skill to present them in writing. In the three volumes of the “Classical Warrior
Traditions of Japan” series, these select few share their observations in essays that challenge many
cherished beliefs and widely held misconceptions. Do these ancient martial arts still have relevance
in a modern technological world? How are they being preserved? What pitfalls do practitioners in
Western countries face as they struggle to maintain these arts in cultures utterly alien to that of the
medieval Japanese warrior? You’ll find the answers in these three books.
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